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In mammals, the perception of motion starts with
direction-selective neurons in the visual cortex.
Despite numerous studies in monkey primary and
second visual cortex (V1 and V2), there has been no
evidence of direction maps in these areas. In the
present study, we used optical imaging methods to
study the organization of motion response in
macaque V1 and V2. In contrast to the findings in
other mammals (e.g., cats and ferrets), we found no
direction maps in macaque V1. Robust direction
maps, however, were found in V2 thick/pale stripes
and avoided thin stripes. In many cases direction
maps were located within thick stripes and exhibited
pinwheel or linear organizations. The presence of
motion maps in V2 points to a newfound prominence
of V2 inmotion processing, for contributing tomotion
perception in the dorsal pathway and/or for motion
cue-dependent form perception in the ventral
pathway.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, area V2 has not been considered a central player in
studies of motion processing and direction selectivity. This is not
surprising, given the little available data on motion response in
V2 and the reports that indicate little directional response in
macaque monkey (Macaca mulatta) V2 (e.g., Levitt et al.,
1994). However, given the well-described anatomical projection
from V2 thick stripes to middle temporal area (MT) (Shipp and
Zeki, 1985; DeYoe and Van Essen, 1985) and the reportedly
higher proportion of directional neurons in the thick stripes
(28%) than in the thin (7%) and pale (19%) stripes (Hubel and
Livingstone, 1987; Levitt et al., 1994; Shipp and Zeki, 2002;
although see Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1993; Gegenfurtner
et al., 1996), it was apparent that the role of V2 thick stripes in
motion processing deserved further investigation.
We approached this by investigating possible functional orga-
nization for direction selectivity in V2. In our view, the presence of
a functional organization for a particular parameter points to
features that are central to a cortical area’s defining role. For
example, MT, an area central to motion processing, contains
a well-described functional organization for direction selectivity
(Albright et al., 1984; Malonek et al., 1994; DeAngelis and1002 Neuron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.Newsome, 1999). The presence of a hue map in V2 thin stripes
reinforces the idea that thin stripes are important for processing
of color information (Xiao et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2009). Evidence
of functional organization for objects or faces in monkey anterior
inferotemporal cortex enhances the concept that it is an area
important for object vision (e.g., Wang et al., 1996; Tanaka,
1996). In this vein, we examined whether there are direction
maps in V2.
We have established standard methods for revealing the
different functional stripe types (thin, pale, and thick) with optical
imaging methods (for review, see Roe and T’so, 1997; Roe,
2003; Roe et al., 2007, 2009). As a full thin/pale/thick/pale stripe
cycle spans approximately 4mm,multiple stripes of a single type
can be readily imaged within a single cm-sized field of view.
Briefly, thin stripes are mapped based on hue-specific
responses or by mapping preference to isoluminant color
gratings versus luminance gratings of the same spatial
frequency (Roe and Ts’o, 1995, 1999; Ts’o et al., 2001; Xiao
et al., 2003; Roe et al., 2005; Lu and Roe, 2008; Chen et al.,
2008; Lim et al., 2009). Thick and pale stripes can together be
identified, although not differentiated, by presence of orienta-
tion-selective domains (Ts’o et al., 1990; Roe and Ts’o, 1995,
1999; Ts’o et al., 2001; Ramsden et al., 2001; Roe et al., 2005;
Shmuel et al., 2005; Lu and Roe, 2007; Chen et al., 2008). Thick
stripes can be distinguished from pale and thin stripes based on
preference for binocularity over monocularity (Ts’o et al., 2001)
or on the presence of near to far disparity domains (Chen
et al., 2008). Some thick stripes contain color-selective cells
and color response (Ts’o et al., 2001). Thus, the location of
thin, pale, and thick stripes can be determined based on differ-
ential imaging methods. In this study, we found clear evidence
of direction maps in V2, consistent with locations of thick stripes,
and, in contrast, no evidence of direction maps in V1.RESULTS
Four hemispheres (cases 1–4) in threemacaques were imaged in
this study. Because the presence of motion maps in V1 and V2
had not been found previously, we wondered whether it could
be due to the possibility that motion signals are weak under
anesthesia and therefore more difficult to detect. There has
also been a report on the presence of more direction-selective
neurons in the superficial layers (including layer 2/3) of V1 in
awake monkeys than in anesthetized monkeys (Gur et al.,
2005). We therefore imaged visual cortex in both anesthetized
and awake monkeys (cf. Roe, 2007). Two hemispheres (case 1
and case 3) from monkeys M1 and M2 were imaged in both
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(case 2 from M2 and case 4 from M3) were imaged in the anes-
thetized condition.Presence of Direction-Selective Domains in V2
Figure 1A illustrates the approximate location of a roughly 2 cm
chamber over V1 and V2 and the blood vessel map at this loca-
tion (Figure 1B). Figures 1C–1G illustrate standard functional
organizations revealed in a single imaging session by such large
field optical imaging. Each image is a difference map that is
obtained by subtracting the sum of images collected from one
condition from those of another condition (condition subtrac-
tions are illustrated below each image). The V1/V2 border is
revealed by imaging for ocular dominance (Figure 1C). Because
much of V2 is buried in the lunate sulcus in the macaque, what
we know about functional organization in V2 is largely derived
from this 1–3 mm region between the lunate and the V1/V2
border (for review, see Roe, 2003). Retinotopic layout of such
large fields of view can be imaged by multiple methods (e.g.,
Lu et al., 2009). We illustrate one method resulting from subtrac-
tion of responses to two stationary phase-shifted squarewave
gratings (Figure 1D). Typical orientation organization in V1 and
V2 can also be imaged, as shown by the color-coded orientation
preference map in Figure 1E and the two-orientation subtraction
map in Figure 1F. As shown by previous studies (e.g., Roe and
Ts’o, 1995; Lu and Roe, 2007; Chen et al., 2008), these orienta-
tionmaps reveal a pattern of orientation domains in V1 and orien-
tation-selective regions corresponding to thick/pale stripes in V2
(Figure 1F; locations of orientation regions are indicated by cyan
bars in expanded views shown in the upper panel of Figure 1J).
Color activation maps (subtraction of isoluminant red/green and
achromatic luminance conditions) identify locations of blobs in
V1 and thin stripes in V2 (Figure 1G; locations of thin stripes
are indicated by green arrowheads in the middle panel in Fig-
ure 1J) (cf. Roe and Ts’o, 1995; Xiao et al., 2003; Lu and Roe,
2008).
To examine whether there is any functional organization for
directional response in V1 and V2, we imaged cortical response
to random dot patterns drifting in single directions. Figure 1H
shows the direction map obtained by subtracting images
obtained in response to two random dot patterns moving in
opposite directions (left and right). Since dot size (0.04), density
(10%), speed (8/s), and luminance (30 cd/m2) were identical
between the two conditions, preference for one condition over
the other represents the difference in directional preference
(dark pixels: rightward preference, light pixels: leftward prefer-
ence, shown expanded in Figure 1I). Except for the blood
vessels, the map in V1 is largely gray, indicating a lack of detect-
able direction preference organization in V1. In V2, however, five
clusters of dark/white patches are evident (red arrowheads),
indicating regions in V2 with preference for rightward (dark
pixels) and leftward (light pixels) directional preference. Note
that the leftmost red arrowhead in Figure 1I points to a region
with two clusters of directional domains (one closer to the lunate
sulcus and one closer to the V1/V2 border), indicating that single
thick stripes can contain more than one direction-selective
region.NBased correlations previously established (with both electro-
physiological and imaging methods) between functional prefer-
ence (orientation, color, luminance, and disparity) in V2 and CO
stripes (thin, thick, and pale stripes) (e.g., Roe and Ts’o, 1995;
Ts’o et al., 2001; Moutoussis and Zeki, 2002; Shipp and Zeki,
2002; Xiao et al., 2003; Roe et al., 2005; Lu and Roe, 2008;
Chen et al., 2008), we aligned themaps for orientation selectivity,
color selectivity, and direction selectivity to determine in which
stripes these direction domains are located. As shown in Fig-
ure 1J (f, g, and h are enlarged regions of V2 shown in boxed
regions of Figures 1F, 1G, and 1H, respectively), the locations
of direction-selective domains (indicated by red arrowheads
in h) align with the orientation-selective zones (indicated by
cyan bars in f) and avoid the thin stripe zones (indicated by green
arrowheads in g), indicating that these direction-selective
domains fall within thick/pale zones.
In each of the four hemispheres examined, we found direction
maps in V2, but no evidence of direction maps in V1. Figure 2
illustrates cortical maps obtained from case 2 (Figures 2A–2C,
monkey M2) and case 3 (Figures 2D–2F, monkey M1). In case
2 (Figures 2A–2C), orientation, color, and direction maps were
obtained from an anesthetized monkey. Because this is an
8 mm field of view, two stripes of each type are expected within
each image. Such imaging reveals alternating regions of orienta-
tion preference (Figure 2A, indicated by cyan bars above) that
correspond to thick/pale stripes in V2 and regions revealed by
color versus luminance preference that correspond to thin
stripes in V2 (Figure 2B, indicated by green arrowheads above).
The regions of direction selectivity in V2 (Figure 2C, two activa-
tion zones indicated by red arrowheads) fall within the locations
of thick/pale stripes as revealed by orientation response in V2
(cyan bars from Figure 2A) and fall outside regions preferentially
responsive to color (Figure 2B).
Similar Maps in Anesthetized and Awake V2
Figures 2D–2F (case 3) are imaged from an awake, fixating
monkey. Plotting conventions are the same as in Figures 2A–
2C. Similar to what is seen in the anesthetized monkey, orienta-
tionmaps reveal broad activation regions in V2 that identify thick/
pale stripes (Figure 2D), and color maps reveal largely comple-
mentary locations of thin stripes (Figure 2E). In this case, some
color activation is observedwithin the thick/pale region identified
by orientation mapping (Figure 2D), consistent with the presence
of color response in disparity-selective thick stripes (Ts’o et al.,
2001). Directional domains are also observed, located within
thick/pale zones in V2 (red arrowheads located in the middle of
cyan bars in Figure 2F). The same cortical region in case 3 was
also imaged under anesthetized conditions and the same
stimulus settings. For cortical regions imaged in both awake
and anesthetized conditions (case 1 and case 3), we found
that, except for signal magnitude, the anesthetized maps are
very similar to the awake ones (See Figure S1 available online).
Relationship of Direction Domains to Thick Stripes
In four hemispheres of three monkeys, we have imaged a total of
12 direction-selective clusters. All of these overlapped with
pale/thick/pale stripes of V2 and did not overlap with thin stripes.
Nine out of the twelve clusters aligned with the centers of theeuron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 1003
Figure 1. Functional Architecture in Macaque Visual Cortex V1 and V2 (Case #1, Monkey M1, Anesthetized)
(A) Illustration of a macaque brain and the approximate location of imaging area. L.S., location of lunate sulcus.
(B) Surface blood vessel pattern of the imaging area.
(C) Ocular dominance map (left-eye minus right-eye stimulation) reveals ocular dominance columns in V1 and lack thereof in V2. The imageable area of V2 is
located between the V1/V2 border and the lunate sulcus.
(D) Retinotopic mapping (subtraction of two stationary phase-shifted vertical squarewave gratings) reveals cortical representation of vertical lines in the visual
field. Left side of the image is closer to the fovea and has higher cortical magnification.
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Figure 2. Spatial Relationship between Orientation, Color, and
Direction Domains
(A–C) Maps imaged in anesthetized monkey case #2. (A) Orientation map
(45  135 gratings) reveals typical orientation domains in V1 and thick/
pale stripe regions in V2 (cyan bars). Dotted lines on the image indicate the
V1/V2 border obtained from ocular dominance maps (not shown). (B) Color
map (isoluminant red/green minus luminance gratings) reveals blobs in V1
and thin stripes in V2 (green arrowheads). (C) Direction map (obtained with
rightward minus leftward drifting random dot stimuli) reveals direction-selec-
tive regions in V2 (red arrows). These domains are located within the thick/
pale regions (cyan bars) and avoid the thin stripe regions (green arrowheads).
(D–F) Maps obtained from awake monkey case #3 performing visual fixation
task. These maps also show that direction domains (indicated by red arrows)
are located within the thick/pale regions and avoid the thin stripe regions. Fig-
ure conventions are the same as in (A)–(C). Scale bar, 2 mm (applies to all
maps). See also Figure S1.
Neuron
A Direction Map in V2pale/thick/pale stripe regions, consistent with previous reports
of direction-selective neurons in V2 thick stripes (Hubel and
Livingstone, 1987; Levitt et al., 1994; Shipp and Zeki, 2002).(E) Orientation vector map. Different colors represent different orientation prefere
(F) Orientation map (45  135 gratings) reveals locations of orientation-selective
bars in top panel of J).
(G) Color map (isoluminant red/green minus luminance gratings) reveals blobs in
(indicated by green arrowheads in middle panel of J).
(H) Motion direction map (rightward minus leftward drifting random dots). Red
preference domains are seen in V1 and other parts of V2. Scale bar in (H) applie
(I) Enlarged view of (H).
(J) f, g, and h: Enlarged view of boxed regions of V2 shown in (F), (G), and (H), re
replaced with even gray (top portion of each panel). Thick/pale stripes (indicated b
by green arrowheads) contain color preference domains (g). Note that color pref
selectivity (even gray zones aligned with spaces between cyan bars in f) and inte
heads) fall within thick/pale stripe zones and avoid thin stripe zones.
Maps (C)–(J) are displayed using the gray scale shown on the lower-right corner
NThe remaining three clusters were located within, although not
centered on, the pale/thick/pale orientation regions. To further
examine the relationship of these direction domains to V2
stripes, we measured the spacing between direction domain
clusters. We found that the average distance between two clus-
ters of direction domains in vivo (4.0 ± 0.9 mm, n = 8) is consis-
tent with the spacing between CO thick stripes in histologically
processed tissue (4.0–4.25 mm for a full cytochrome oxidase
(CO) cycle, Tootell and Hamilton, 1989; Roe and Ts’o, 1995,
1997). Furthermore, direction domains tend to be centered
between two thin stripes: the average distance between direc-
tion domains and the nearby color domains (thin stripes) is
2.0 ± 0.6 mm, or half of the thin-thin cycle width. The direction
clusters were roughly centered between thin stripes, as there
was no difference in distance to the medially located (1.9 ±
0.7 mm) and the laterally located (2.0 ± 0.6 mm) thin stripe
(t test, p = 0.68). In 11/12 cases, the direction domain clusters
were clearly separated from the color activation regions. Only
in one case did the direction domains appear adjacent to
a color-activated zone. Thus, the bulk of the evidence suggests
that the direction domains fall within the thick stripes. Although
we do not as yet have histological confirmation of this (as the
monkeys are still being used in awake imaging studies), given
the amount of functional evidence (mapping for color and orien-
tation), supported with a large body of previous studies, we are
confident in our stripe localization. Therefore, our results suggest
that direction maps in V2 are localized to the thick/pale stripes
and most often correspond to thick stripe locations.
Microarchitecture of Direction Domains
We examined the detailed spatial structure of direction-selective
domains within single clusters. Two examples (same domains as
the left motion domain in Figure 2C and the left motion domain in
Figure 2F) are shown expanded in Figure 3. In Figures 3A and 3C,
each of the panels is a subtraction between the direction indi-
cated by the corresponding arrow (shown in the center of figure)
and its opposite direction. For example, the right panel in the
middle row is a subtraction of rightward (dark pixels: right prefer-
ring) and leftward (light pixels: left preferring) drifting random
dots. In Figure 3A, comparison of these maps reveals that shifts
in stimulus direction results in shifts in the location of activation
within the thick/pale stripe. This shifting with respect to direction
preference can be viewed in Movie S1 available online. Both
difference maps and single-condition maps show shifting ofnces (color code below; see Experimental Procedures).
domains corresponding to thick/pale stripe locations in V2 (indicated by cyan
V1 and color preference domains corresponding to thin stripe locations in V2
arrowheads: areas in V2 with directional response preference. No directional
s to (B)–(H).
spectively. Strong blood vessel noise overlying large vessel in lunate sulcus is
y cyan bars) contain orientation preference domains (f). Thin stripes (indicated
erence regions (green arrowheads in g) occur in regions with poor orientation
rdigitate with orientation-selective regions. Directional domains (h, red arrow-
(SD: standard deviation of pixel distributions for each individual maps).
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Figure 3. Zoomed-in Views of the Direction Domains
(A) and (B) are from case #3 awake (top left arrowhead in Figure 2F). Each panel in (A) is the difference between the direction indicated by the corresponding arrow
and its opposite direction. Note that location of activation zone within the thick/pale stripe shifts as stimulus direction shifts. (B) is a vectorized summation of the
eight panels in (A) and each direction is coded in a specific color (color index at the lower right corner). It reveals a pinwheel-like pattern. Also seeMovie S1, which
reveals that activated regions shift smoothly with each shift in the direction of the moving random dots, resulting in a pinwheel-like pattern. (C) and (D) are from
case #2 anesthetized (top left arrowhead in Figure 2C). Plotting conventions are the same as in (A) and (B). Unlike the direction domains shown in (A) and (B), the
direction domains in this case do not form a pinwheel pattern. Instead, regions preferring different directions shift linearly (do not rotate). Scale bars in (A)–(D):
1 mm. See also Figure S2 for single-condition maps.
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different directions (see Figure S2).
The movie reveals that activated regions shift smoothly with
each shift in the direction of the moving random dots, resulting
in a pinwheel-like pattern. This systematic representation is
also illustrated in Figure 3B, which is the vectorized summation
of these eight panels in Figure 3A. Thus, within this approxi-
mately mm-sized region, all directions tested are represented,
suggesting the presence of a complete directional map within
each direction cluster. In addition to pinwheel-like organizations,
we also observed linear type organizations. In the case shown in
Figures 3C and 3D, regions selective for leftward direction pref-
erence alternated with those for rightward direction, suggesting
a more linear mapping organization. Roughly half of the motion
regions exhibited pinwheel-like organization, while others were
more linear in organization. Thus, not unlike orientation domains
in V2, both pinwheel and linear organizations are observed.
Relationship with Orientation Preference
Previous studies have shown that the preferred direction is
usually orthogonal to the preferred orientation, and thus the
direction map is strongly correlated with the orientation map
(Malonek et al., 1994; Weliky et al., 1996; Shmuel and Grinvald,
1996). To examine the relationship between the direction and
orientation maps, for each case we calculated vector maps for1006 Neuron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.both direction and orientation selectivity. Figure 4 illustrates
the comparison of vector maps for direction selectivity and
orientation selectivity (case 3, same cortical area as in Figure 2F).
In the direction vector map shown in Figure 4A, the hue repre-
sents the preferred direction and the saturation represents the
strength of selectivity. The two regions of directional selectivity
in V2 are clearly distinguished (red arrows above Figure 4A indi-
cate two regions of saturated color in V2). The direction region
shown in Figure 4A (in the white frame) is shown enlarged in Fig-
ure 4B. The direction (arrows) and orientation preferences (bars)
at each location are overlaid on the vector map.
The relationship of this direction map was then directly
compared with the orientation map. As shown in Figure 4C, the
orientation vector map of the same cortical region (obtained
using sinusoidal gratings presented at four different orientations)
reveals clear orientation maps in V1 and in V2 thick/pale stripe
regions. The same region enlarged in Figure 4B (in the white
frame) is shown enlarged in Figure 4D. As shown by overlaying
the direction (arrows) and orientation preferences (bars), it
appears that the preferred orientations tend to be orthogonal
to the preferred direction. This impression is quantified in Fig-
ure 4E, which plots the distribution of the difference between
these two angles (preferred direction and preferred orientation).
This distribution illustrates a strong bias toward orthogonality
and is significantly different from uniform (c2 test, p < 0.001). In
Figure 4. Angles of Preferred Direction and Preferred Orientation in V1 and V2
(A) Vector summed response to eight different directions. Colors indicate preference for different directions (color index below). Saturation indicates the strength
of the direction selectivity (the length of the vector).
(B) Enlarged angle map of the framed region in (A). Arrows: preferred direction at each location. Short bars: preferred orientation. The lengths of the arrows/bars
are proportional to the strength of the direction/orientation selectivity.
(C) The orientation vector map of the same field of view as in (A).
(D) Enlarged angle map of the framed region in (C). Arrows and bars represent preferred direction and orientation (same as in B).
(E and F) Distribution of the angle differences between preferred direction and preferred orientation in direction domains in V2 (E) and the whole V1 region (F). The
relationship tends to be orthogonal in V2, but not in V1.
Scale bars: (A) and (C), 1 mm; (B) and (D), 250 mm.
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and direction differences is flat (c2 test, p > 0.9). Thus, this anal-
ysis supports the presence of a predominantly orthogonal rela-
tionship between orientation and direction within the V2 direction
domains, a relationship that is consistent with previous electro-
physiological studies (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Albright et al.,
1984) and optical imaging studies (Malonek et al., 1994; Weliky
et al., 1996; Shmuel and Grinvald, 1996). Notably, there is
a lack of a systematic relationship between orientation and
direction in V1, which provides further support for the lack of
directional domains in V1.
Apparent Lack of Directional Maps in V1
The possibility remains that our imaging methods are unable to
detect motion response in V1, due to either weakness of
response or to the possibility that motion-selective neurons
reside in relatively deep cortical layers (layer 4B and 6), at depths
beyond the reach of our optical measurements. We cannot elim-
inate the possibility that there are direction maps in deeper
layers. However, to test whether our imaging methods are
capable of detecting the presence of motion response in V1,
we asked whether we could detect ‘‘axis-of-motion’’ maps. To
test this, we used drifting random dot fields with slow speeds
(1/s, sufficiently slow that the moving dots would not induceNmotion streak phenomena where very fast moving dots produce
the percept of an oriented line; see Geisler, 1999; Geisler et al.,
2001). By subtracting two sets of orthogonal moving stimuli
(i.e., sum of up and down directions minus sum of left and right
directions), we observed an axis-of-motion map (Figure 5A),
demonstrating that motion signal alone could produce struc-
tured maps in V1. This indicates that the optical imaging method
is capable of detecting motion signal.
Detailed examination revealed that such an axis-of-motion
map is very similar to an orientation map generated by subtract-
ing two sets of orthogonal sinewave gratings (Figure 5B,
compare insets in Figures 5A and B5). Response profiles
(cf. Basole et al., 2003) of these two maps (Figures 5A and 5B
right column) also indicate that the peak response pixels of these
twomaps are located at the same regions (i.e., white pixels fall in
90orientation domains). This means that pixels activated by
horizontal gratings were also activated by vertical moving
random dots, while pixels activated by vertical gratings were
also activated by horizontal moving random dots. This is exactly
what is expected when direction cells are imaged since direction
selectivity and orientation selectivity tend to be orthogonal to
each other. In contrast, subtracting random dot patterns moving
in two opposite directions results in a subtraction of two similar
signals and a flat map (Figures 5C and 5D).euron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 1007
Figure 5. Motion Signals in V1 Are Detectable by Optical Imaging
(A) Vertical versus horizontal axis-of-motion map: the subtraction of two
orthogonal moving axes (sum of up and downminus sum of left and right fields
of drifting random dots, speed 1/s). Subtraction of two moving axes reveals
weak but regular patterns. Detailed comparison (region in red box expanded
at right) indicates that this map is similar to the orientation map shown in (B).
The response profile (right column) of the entire field of view (all V1) also
indicates such similarity. This map suggests that the vertical-moving random
dots activate the same domains that are activated by horizontal gratings,
and horizontal moving random dots activate the same domains activated by
vertical gratings. This is consistent with the orthogonal relationship between
orientation and direction selectivities. (B) Horizontal versus vertical orientation
map obtained with sinewave gratings. Response profile on the right indicates
the positive activation is located in vertical domains (90 angle). (C) Subtraction
maps obtained with horizontal drifting random dot patterns (left minus right).
Although this figure uses the same data that are used in (A), the map is basi-
cally flat. The flat response profile also indicates that there is no apparent
correlation between this map and orientation map. A similar finding is true
for (D), which is a subtraction of two vertical moving random dot patterns
(up minus down). Scale bars (1 mm) are shown under corresponding original
and magnified maps.
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A Direction Map in V2Our point here is that the lack of directionmaps in V1 is not due
to an inability to image motion response in V1. The fact that we
observe axis-of-motion maps (Figure 5A) indicates that our
imaging methods do indeed detect motion response in V1, but
that this motion response is not organized in a directionally
specific manner. This does not exclude the possibility that direc-
tion segregation may still exist at deeper layers (e.g., layer 6)
beyond the scope of imaging methods used here or that the
direction domains are too small to resolve with these methods
(see Discussion).DISCUSSION
Summary
The present study is the first demonstration of amap for direction
selectivity inmacaque V2. These direction-selective domains are
observed in maps that contrast two opposite directions.1008 Neuron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.Standing random dots or random dots undergoing random
motion (wiggly dots) do not result in suchmaps (data not shown).
Furthermore, these direction-selective domains exist only in
specific locations in V2: within the orientation-selective zones
or thick/pale stripes of V2. In a majority of cases, these domains
fell within the center of the thick/pale extent, consistent with thick
stripe locations. Similar to direction maps in other areas and
other species, the preferred directions tend to be orthogonal to
the preferred orientations (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Albright
et al. 1984). Direction maps were not observed in V1 with these
optical imaging methods.
Direction Maps in V2
In the present study, direction maps in V2 were observed in each
case examined (n = 4). The spatial patterns of these domains are
independent of the following factors: (1) awake versus anesthe-
tized condition, (2) stimulus type (random dots or sinusoidal grat-
ings), and (3) time (over a year of repeated awake imaging).
These all suggest that direction maps are an intrinsic feature of
V2, similar to other functional maps (e.g., orientation, color,
and disparity maps), and are not an artifact of anesthesia or stim-
ulus type.
We find that direction maps in macaque V2 are located within
the thick/pale regions of V2. Although monkeys imaged in this
study are still being used in awake imaging studies and thus
the CO histology is yet not available, based on the well-estab-
lished correlation between stripe type and functional response
(Hubel and Livingstone, 1987; Roe and Ts’o, 1995; Ts’o et al.,
2001; Moutoussis and Zeki, 2002; Shipp and Zeki, 2002; Xiao
et al., 2003; Lu and Roe, 2008; Chen et al., 2008), we are
confident about the stripe location of direction domains. Several
arguments suggest that these directional responses are concen-
trated within the thick stripes of V2. Imaged directional domains
are located within orientation regions of V2 (thick/pale stripes)
and never within color-preferring regions (thin stripes). These
direction-selective domains are frequently (9 out of 12) centered
within the orientation-selective regions in V2, consistent with
thick stripe location. Our measurement of the average distance
between two direction domains (4.0 ± 0.9 mm) suggests that
direction domains share a periodicity similar to the thick stripe
periodicity. Moreover, while orientation domains and color
domains are seen to abut, there are gaps between direction
domains and color domains. Thus, the bulk of the evidence
suggests that the direction domains fall within the thick stripes.
Previous studies are consistent with these findings. Anatomi-
cally, thick stripes in V2 are the main recipient of direct input
from V1 layer 4B (Livingstone and Hubel, 1987), a layer that is
rich in direction-selective cells. Thick stripes are also the only
source of anatomical projections from V2 to MT (DeYoe and
Van Essen, 1985; Shipp and Zeki, 1985), an area marked by
motion-selective responses and functional organization for
motion response (Albright et al. 1984; Malonek et al., 1994;
DeAngelis and Newsome, 1999; Xu et al., 2004). Tootell and
Hamilton (1989) reported in their 2-deoxyglucose study possible
clustering of directional response in V2. Using a random dot field
moving in a single direction, they revealed a mottled stripe-like
appearance in V2, but provided no correlation of these
patterns with stripe locations. Electrophysiological studies
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A Direction Map in V2(e.g., Levitt et al., 1994; Shipp and Zeki 2002) indicate a greater
presence of direction selectivity in thick stripes than in other
stripe types.Consistentwith thick stripe function (cf. Schmolesky
et al., 1998; Schroeder et al., 1998), directionally selective cells
have the shortest latencies in V2: median 66 versus 69–85 ms
(Munk et al., 1995, Table 3). Thus the localization of these direc-
tion domains to thick stripes is consistentwith a body of evidence
pointing to the role of thick stripes in directional response.
We note that the organization of directional domains in V2 is
not spatially congruent with that of orientation domains in V2,
as they occupy only portions of the full orientation map extent
in V2 thick/pale stripes. We suggest therefore that these direc-
tional maps are not simply a by-product of orientation response
in V2, but are an organization in their own right. How does such
organization arise? We speculate that the presence of direction
domains in V2 thick stripes results from selective integration of
motion inputs from V1. The fact that a clustering of directional
selectivity arises only in secondary motion processing areas
such as V2 and MT, and not at the first stage of motion process-
ing (V1), suggests that creation of such clustering involves
a two-stage process. In addition, there may be some as yet
undetermined relationship between motion maps (this paper)
and disparity maps (Chen et al., 2008) in the thick stripes of
V2. The fact that motion maps, disparity maps, and hue maps
arise in secondary areas (V2 and MT), but not the first stage
(V1), may indicate common functional transformations across
feature modalities (cf. Roe et al., 2009).
We also note that localization of direction-selective response
to thick stripesmay be the reason that fMRI studies find relatively
low (0.35 in V2 compared with 0.84 in MT; Tolias et al., 2001) or
complete lack of direction-selective response in V2 (Smith and
Wall, 2008; note distinction between direction-selective
response and motion response; cf. Vanduffel et al., 2001).
Because the BOLD signal detected in fMRI typically does not
have the resolution to reveal stripe-specific activation, any direc-
tion-selective BOLD activation observed in V2 may be diluted by
non-direction-selective response outside of thick stripes.
Lack of Direction Maps in V1?
In early visual cortical areas of the carnivore, direction maps are
readily observed (area 17 of the ferret:Weliky et al., 1996; area 18
of the cat: Shmuel and Grinvald 1996; Ohki et al., 2005). Electro-
physiological studies in the cat reveal columnar organization of
cells with similar direction selectivity (Payne et al., 1981; Swin-
dale et al., 1987). Consistent with electrophysiology, optical
imaging of cat and ferret visual cortex show that orientation
domains are divided into direction-preference domains with
direction preference orthogonal to orientation preference (Weliky
et al., 1996; Shmuel and Grinvald, 1996; Ohki et al., 2005). Direc-
tion maps are also present in area MT of old world monkeys
(macaque: Albright et al., 1984; DeAngelis and Newsome,
1999; Cebus: Diogo et al., 2003), new world monkeys (owl
monkey: Malonek et al., 1994; Born, 2000; Kaskan et al.,
2010), and galagos (Xu et al., 2004).
However, thus far, despite the many studies that have been
conducted, there has been no electrophysiological evidence
for columnar organization of directional selectivity in either in
V1 or V2 of the macaque (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Dow, 1974;NDeValois et al., 1982; Livingstone andHubel, 1984). Accordingly,
electrophysiological studies in monkey V1 reveal frequent
reversals of direction selectivity within vertical penetrations
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1968), consistent with a lack of directional
maps in V1.
Although we did not find evidence for directional maps in V1, it
remains possible that direction cells in macaque V1 are located
at a depth beyond the purview of these optical imagingmethods.
The directionally selective cells found in macaque V1 (roughly
one-fourth to one-third of the population) are concentrated in
deeper layers in layers 4B, mid-4C, and 6 (Schiller et al., 1976;
Gilbert, 1977; De Valois et al., 1982; Livingstone and Hubel,
1984; Orban et al., 1986; Hawken et al., 1988; Gur et al., 2005).
V1 neurons projecting to MT are almost exclusively direction-
selective neurons from either layer 4B or the boundary of layers
5 and 6 (Movshon and Newsome, 1996). Interestingly, layer 4B
neurons projecting to MT are mainly spiny stellate neurons,
whereas those layer 4B neurons projecting to V2 aremainly pyra-
midal neurons (Nassi and Callaway, 2007).
What our data suggest is that, if there are directional domains
in V1, they are unlikely to lie in the superficial layers of V1. The
fact that we were able to image axis-of-motion maps (Figure 5)
indicates that our imaging methods are capable of detecting
coherent motion signal from V1 (whether they are derived from
direction-selective cells and/or orientation-selective cells).
Note that the axis-of-motion map is not a result of the motion
streak effect (Geisler, 1999; Geisler et al., 2001; Mante and
Carandini, 2005) since (1) the motion streak effect occurs only
at relatively high speeds (>4/s for the dot size we used) and
(2) the motion streak map is not orthogonal to the orientation
map (i.e., at high speeds horizontal moving random dots would
activate horizontal orientation domains).
Wewould also argue that our inability to see direction domains
in V1 is unlikely to be due to insufficient spatial resolution. As
orientation domains in other areas (e.g., in cat area 17 and 18)
comprise two direction domains of opposite direction prefer-
ence, one would expect direction domains to be roughly half
the size of orientation domains. If direction-selective domains
do exist in macaque V1, a reasonable estimate of their size
should be 0.1–0.25 mm (i.e., half of the orientation domain
size). Functional domains of such a size, such as color blobs in
V1, are readily detected by optical imaging methods. We
routinely detect color blobs (which are 0.15–0.2 mm in size) in
V1 (Lu and Roe, 2008) and even subregions of single blobs
that exhibit different hue preference (Xiao et al., 2007; Roe
et al., 2009). Although one still cannot rule out the possibility
that the size of directional clustering is so small (e.g.,
<0.05 mm) that it is beyond the resolution of the intrinsic optical
imaging method, the evidence so far (both electrophysiological
and imaging) does not support the presence of such an
organization.
Given our results, we would like to suggest that motion
response is organized in the superficial layers of V1 (i.e., accord-
ing to their preferred motion axis), but neurons preferring
opposite directions in these layers are not spatially segregated
(Figure 6, left). This is in contrast to neurons in V2, which are
segregated with respect to both orientation and direction prefer-
ence (Figure 6, right).euron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 1009
Figure 6. One Depiction of Why Direction Maps Are Observed in V2,
but Not in V1
The two cubes represent the gray matter of V1 and V2. The small circles repre-
sent neurons with preferred orientation (short gray bars in the circles) and
preferred direction (red and blue arrows). In V1, although neurons are orga-
nized according to their preferred orientation, neurons preferring opposite
directions are spatially mixed. Such organization results an orientation map
and an axis-of-motion map but no direction map (top ovals). In V2, both orien-
tation maps and direction maps are observed because neurons preferring
opposite directions are further segregated. Dashed circles within the ovals
indicate clustering of orientation or direction signals, leading to observed
orientation and direction maps.
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A Direction Map in V2Possible Role of V2Motion Signals in theDorsal Pathway
Given that thick stripes project anatomically to area MT, what
functional contribution does this input provide to MT? In a study
that directly addressed the functional contribution of V2 to MT
via inactivation of V2 and V3, it was reported that such inactiva-
tion led to loss of disparity-selective, but little direction-selective,
response in MT (Ponce et al., 2008). Consistent with the strong
presence of disparity response in the thick stripes of V2 (Hubel
and Livingstone, 1987; Ts’o et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2008) and
in V3, this suggested a prominent role of V2/V3 in disparity
response in MT, and minimized the role of V2/V3 in MT motion
response. However, an alternative interpretation of the Ponce
et al. study is possible. It is possible that both disparity-selective
and motion-selective contributions were lost following V2 inacti-
vation, and that remaining motion response was due to V1
contribution. If so, a possible prediction is that loss of V2 inputs
to MT, either direct inputs or indirect inputs such as those
through V3A, would compromise processes involving integration
of motion and disparity necessary for recovering 3D depth or
structure from motion information, something that was not
tested in the Ponce study.
Also of note is V3A, which is an area considered to be part of
the dorsal pathway and which receives heavily from V2, and in
particular V2 thick stripes. V3A has a strong role in motion and
depth perception (in comparison to depth perception without
motion), one which is more prominent than that of MT or medial
superior temporal area (MST) (e.g., Huk et al., 2001; Smith and
Wall, 2008). Thus, V3A is another possible route by which V2,
and the organized motion maps (this report) and disparity1010 Neuron 68, 1002–1013, December 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.maps (Chen et al., 2008) in V2, can influence MT and the dorsal
pathway. It remains to be determined whether motion and
disparity are separately contributing to the dorsal pathway or
whether a convergent motion/disparity signal is forwarded to
MT. In sum, in addition to the well-studied V1/MT motion
pathway, the indirect pathway to MT via V2 (and V3) may play
a distinct role in motion information processing.
Possible Role of V2 Motion Signals in the Ventral
Pathway
Wealsoconsideruseofmotionsignals inventral pathway function.
Although thick stripes project predominantly to MT, there are also
ample intra-areal connections within V2 that permit channeling of
motion information into the ventral pathway. A recent study has
shown that motion signals in layer 4B of V1 originate from two
types of neurons. MT-projecting V1 cells are mainly spiny stellate
cells, while V2 thick-stripe-projecting cells are mostly pyramidal
cells, which are likely to mediate slower computations (Nassi
and Callaway, 2007). Such slower computation may not be useful
for calculating the speed or direction of the object, but may be
useful for object identification (e.g., figure-ground segregation).
Peterhans and von der Heydt (1993) found that neurons sensitive
to coherent-motion-defined lines are more frequently found in
thick stripes. Marcar et al. (2000) found that some neurons in V2
detect the orientation of the border between two moving random
dot fields (differential motion border) and that the orientation pref-
erence to such motion borders is the same as their preference to
the orientation of the luminance borders. Using optical imaging,
we have also reported the presence of orientation maps in V2
induced by motion-defined borders, congruent to those obtained
with luminance-defined borders (Roe et al., 2009). This evidence
suggests that V2may play an important role in a ‘‘motion differen-
tiation process,’’ a role central to figure-ground segregation. Such
signalsmay be usedby higher ventral pathway areas such as area
V4 for motion-defined shape processing (e.g., Handa et al., 2010).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All surgical and experimental procedures conformed to the guidelines of the
National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Vanderbilt Animal
Care and Use Committee.
Anesthetized Imaging
In anesthetized experiments, monkeys were anesthetized (thiopental sodium,
1–2 mg/kg/hr intravenously [i.v.] and isoflurane, 0.2%–1.5%), paralyzed with
vecuronium bromide (0.05 mg/kg/hr i.v.), and artificially ventilated. Anesthetic
depth was assessed continuously via implanted wire electroencephalographic
electrodes, end-tidal CO2, oximetry, and heart rate, and by regular testing for
response to toe pinch while monitoring heart rate changes. A craniotomy and
durotomy were performed to expose visual areas V1 and V2 (near the lunate
sulcus at an eccentricity of 1–4 from the fovea). In monkey M2, two chronic
chambers (diameter 22 mm) were implanted in both hemispheres. In monkeys
M1 and M3, one chamber was implanted in the left hemispheres. An artificial
dura (Chen et al., 2002) was used to protect the cortex and also help with
cortical stabilization. Eyes were dilated (atropine sulfate) and fit with contact
lenses of appropriate curvature (Danker Laboratories Inc., Sarasota, FL) to
focus on a computer screen 57 cm from the eyes. Risley prisms were placed
over each eye and eyes were aligned using a rapid retinotopic imagingmethod
(Lu et al., 2009). Alignment was checked before and after each imaging block.
The brain was stabilized with agar and images were obtained through a cover
glass.
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A Direction Map in V2Images of reflectance change (intrinsic hemodynamic signals) correspond-
ing to local cortical activity were acquired with 632 nm illumination (for details,
see Roe and Ts’o, 1995; Lu and Roe, 2008). Signal-to-noise ratio was
enhanced by trial averaging (20100 trials per stimulus condition). Frame
size was 504 3 504 pixels and represented either 8 mm 3 8 mm or
20 mm 3 20 mm of cortical area depending on the imaging lens used. Stimuli
were presented in blocks. Each block contained sets of stimuli consisting of
either eight gratings of different drifting directions (0, 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90,
112.5, 135, or 147.5) or eight random dot patterns (drifting in one of eight
directions: 0, 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90, 112.5, 135, or 147.5) and a blank.
All stimuli were presented in a randomly interleaved fashion.
Awake Imaging and Tasks
Two monkeys (M1 and M2) were trained to sit calmly (head fixed by a head
post) and perform a simple fixation task. After initial training, a chronic imaging
chamber was implanted over the visual areas V1 and V2 (Chen et al., 2002).
Optical maps were collected using the Imager 3001 system (Optical Imaging
Inc., Germantown, NY) with 632 nm illumination. Screen distance was either
118 cm or 140 cm from themonkey’s eyes. Themonkeys were trained to fixate
on a fixation spot (0.2) during the stimulus presentation. The visual stimulus
was either a full screen or a 5 rectangular patch that covered the visual field
of the cortical area being imaged. In all cases, the fixation spot was placed
at the center of the screen. Each condition started with the monkey acquiring
and maintaining fixation on the fixation spot for 0.5 s. Thus, there was no stim-
ulus in the first 0.5 s of imaging (imaging of the baseline). The stimulus was then
presented in the following 3.5 s. During the imaging period (total of 4 s), the
optical signal was collected at a frame rate of 4 Hz (four frames per second,
16 frames total). The monkey received a drop of juice for maintaining fixation
throughout the imaging period. Typically, each experiment contained 8–10
stimulus conditions; each condition was repeated 80–100 times. Visual stimuli
were identical to those used in anesthetized experiments except for the pres-
ence of a central fixation dot.
Visual Stimuli
Visual stimuli were created using VSG 2/5 or ViSaGe (Cambridge Research
Systems Ltd., Rochester, UK) and presented on a CRT monitor (SONY GDM
F500R). The stimulus screen was gamma corrected and positioned 57 cm
(for anesthetized imaging), 118 cm (for awake case 1), or 140 cm (for awake
case 3) from the eyes. Mean luminance for all stimuli, including the blank stim-
ulus, was kept at 30 cd/m2.
Full screen drifting sinusoidal gratings were used to obtain basic functional
maps including those for ocular dominance, orientation, and color. Spatial and
temporal frequencies were optimized for these maps (see Lu and Roe, 2007).
To obtain direction maps, two types of stimuli were used: either drifting sinu-
soidal gratings or moving random dot patterns. Full field sinusoidal gratings
(spatial frequency = 1.5 c/degree, temporal frequency 1 Hz) were presented
in eight directions (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, or 315). Random
dot patterns consisted of white dots (0.04), presented at a density that
covered 10% of the monitor area, and drifted at 4–8/s (for direction maps)
or 1/s (for axis-of-motion maps). These stimuli were presented in a randomly




For each stimulus condition, we constructed a ‘‘single-condition map.’’ The
gray value of each pixel in the ‘‘single-condition map’’ represents the percent
change of the light reflectance signal after stimulus onset. Specifically, the gray
value of each pixel was calculated using the following function: dR/R =
(Favg  F0)/F0 in which dR/R represents percent change, F0 is the average
raw reflectance value of the first two frames (taken before stimulus onset
and thus representative of the baseline activity), and Favg is the average raw
reflectance values of frames 5–16 (1–3.5 s after stimulus onset). Single-condi-
tion maps obtained in this way represent the percent intrinsic signal change
relative to the initial (prestimulus) baseline. These resulting maps were used
for calculating difference maps and vector maps.NDifference Maps
Difference maps were calculated by subtracting two single-condition maps.
For example, subtracting the vertical stimulus condition map from the hori-
zontal stimulus condition map results in an orientation map (HV map). Unless
otherwise specified, difference maps were clipped at two standard deviations
on each side of the median pixel values for display. Maps were usually
smoothed (Gaussian filter, 5–8 pixel kernel). Low-frequency noise was
reduced by convolving the maps with a 150 pixel diameter circular mean filter
and subtracting the result from the smoothed maps.
Vector Maps
Vector maps were calculated for stimuli that have an angular feature (e.g.,
orientation, direction). Single-condition maps were averaged and low-pass
filtered (Gaussian filter, 8–15 pixel diameter). Low-frequency noise was
removed by convolving this image with an 80–120 pixel diameter mean filter
and subtracting the resulting image from the original image. For each pixel,
a vector is calculated based on its response to four different orientations or
eight directions (vector summation, Bosking et al., 1997). As a result, two
maps were obtained: an ‘‘angle map’’ representing the orientation/direction
preference at each pixel (angles of the vectors) and a ‘‘magnitude map’’
representing the strength of the orientation/direction selectivity at each pixel
(length of the vectors). We also calculated direction vector maps using the
vector-maximum method (Kisva´rday et al., 2001). However, we didn’t find
this method better than the vector-summation method. The reason might be
that the stimuli we used are random dots while the vector-maximum method
is better performedwhen grating is used (i.e., when there are large bidirectional
responses in the map).
Response Profile
Population response profiles were calculated to assess the overall activation
of maps in terms of each pixel’s preferred orientation. This method was first
introduced in Basole et al. (2003). Briefly, the orientation angle map obtained
from vector analysis was used as the reference image. To calculate a popula-
tion response profile for a given difference map (e.g., a motion-axis map), this
map was first assigned a threshold at the median pixel value. Pixels that have
values higher than this threshold were weighted (pixel value minus threshold)
and summed into 20 orientation bins (0–180) based on the preferred orienta-
tion (from the vector anglemap) for each pixel. The response profile obtained in
this way indicates if there is a specific orientation-preferring group of pixels
activated. If a map has no spatial correlation to the corresponding orientation
map, the profile should be flat.
Frame Misalignment Correction
In awake imaging, motion noise is often induced by animal movement, irreg-
ular respiration, body position, and so on. The maximum shift is about
50–100 mm (3–6 pixels). We used a postimagingmethod to calculate themove-
ment and realigned images frame by frame. Detailed alignment method is dis-
cussed elsewhere (Roe, 2007).SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information for this article includes two figures and can be found
with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2010.11.020.
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